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Question

Q:  I have several EOControllers in my nib.  I noticed that immediately after loading the nib, some of them have a retain count of 1 and some have a higher count.  I use this nib frequently and want to make sure that the EOControllers are released when I am done with it.  What do I have to do?

Answer

A: When the nib is loaded, each EOController is created with a retain count of 1.  Since you loaded the nib, you are responsible for releasing them.  When you are done with the nib, for example when the main window is closed, you should release each EOController (and all other objects in the nib that won't be freed) once either with release.

You may find that detail and qualified-peer EOControllers have a higher retain count when the nib is first loaded.  This is because the master controllers retain their detail controllers (actually they have EOAssociations which retain the detail EOControllers).  But you should not be concerned with this, just release each controller once and they will all be freed.  The master EOController will release it's associations which will subsequently release the detail controllers.

If you have a Window that is set to be "free when closed" that contains UI objects (i.e. TextField, Form, etc) used by a controller's associations, the UI objects are freed when the window is freed.  This will cause a problem since the associations will try to free the UI objects when they are freed, but if they are freed already the app will crash.  In this instance, don't use the "free when closed" mechanism, but rather respond to the windowWillClose: delegate message and autorelease the Window object.  You should still release each EOController object once.
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